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pra y An old man entered the river and began offering his prayers. 
Dipping his brass kalash into the waters, he would lift it up and let 
a stream of water pour back into the river as he recited his prayer 
softly. 

{ Pipaliya Khurd, Madhya Pradesh }



p la y The guaranteed presence of water behind the dams meant that 
it became a popular gathering spot. A group of boys were having 
their share of fun; swimming, doing somersaults into the water and 
catching fish.

{ Paloh, Madhya Pradesh }



bat h e I rarely got to see women along the river, except for just a few who 
had come by to wash clothes. It made me wonder what the bathing 
ritual was like for the women. Until I came upon this scene at a 
village handpump, where a small group of women and children were 
bathing, washing up and sharing some laughs.

{ Sevasani, Madhya Pradesh }



r e v e l The presence of water is also an aesthetic treat, making it a great spot 
for ritual revelery. These two men were set for the evening with drinks 
and snacks. But before they began their own merriment, they were sure 
to pay respects to the river by offering it a splash from their glasses and 
a handful of chips.

{ Bhagod, Madhya Pradesh }



Humans interact with rivers and its waters in many 
different ways.

This publication is drawn from direct observations made 
during my time at the MovingUpstream-Betwa fellowship 
by Veditum India Foundation. The aim of the fellowship is 
to facilitate a slow documentation of the land, landscape, 
people, and their relationship to the river. 
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